Standard maps of chromosome 10.
To achieve consensus more exact definitions of genetical maps are required, of which standard, comprehensive and skeletal might be some. A standard genetic map gives distance from pter in centimorgans (cM), uses the international nomenclature for assigned loci, is sex-specific, and allows as well as possible for interference and typing errors. A standard physical map gives distance from pter in megabases (Mb). A standard map is called comprehensive if it aims to include all syntenic loci, and skeletal if it is limited to loci whose order is well supported. Loci with established order are called skeletal, and are used to define regional assignments of other loci. These principles are illustrated using the CEPH data for chromosome 10. Map lengths by multiple 2-point analysis under supported interference are in good agreement with other evidence, but multipoint mapping gives a substantial overestimate. There are currently 21 loci in the skeletal genetic map and 40 loci in the comprehensive genetic map. From these data, cytogenetic assignments, and partial genetic maps the physical location has been estimated for 85 loci. MEN2A is in a region close to the centromere in which male recombination per megabase is much reduced. Order of DNA markers in this densely mapped region has not been determined, and therefore the exact location of MEN2A is uncertain, although it is likely to lie between D10S34 and D10S30 and close to D10S11.